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Md Riyaz M Gour BVA, Product Design Acharya School of Design Cognitive Human Factors Guide: Proff,. Vinai Kumar



Cognitive Human Factors Cognitive human factors are dealing with human psychology, here we see how the performance of human mentality work with respect to products he uses in his daily life. For example, take a TV remote, where you find many buttons in them and you may not be using all of them frequently. So, in those such remotes u will also find some of pictorial information where you may not understand them always. Sometimes the biomechanics of remote may stress you to look on buttons and then keeping the finger on it particularly seeing on it and then straightening the hand stretching towards TV then using it becomes difficult in such situations. This make us frustrating sometimes. Also, as we see to the CD Wickens that his chart shows all the human information process. Environment



Attention Resource



Selection



Sensory Processing & Store



Perception
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Working Memory



Response Selection



Response Execution



Feed Back



Here is how the Human Information Process works.



Project Methods We were in 4 members of group while doing this project. We all of them chosen a task to collect the information of 2 different remotes. We took LG TV remote, and also the Videocon D2H remote. In these we find drastically different situations, where LG TV remote was having its own different features than the Videocon D2H remote. But finally, we chose only one remote that is Videocon D2H remote. We all took a look on it and that was very confusing and each of us began to have discussion



among us. One of among us told that by looking the Active Key or Button on remote that that is interactive symbol, at the same time another among us said that it is pop up notification symbol, and like this the discussion was going on but till the last that was not proved what does that button symbol and the verbal communication Active means. Later the same case happens with Mosaic button and others too. Later we went to clarify them in real situation with respect to TV. We find a miracle thing that the discussion what we had was totally different and what all we guessed that was totally different from that we see. Actually, the Active button was referring to Games. Here is how the user get confuse in verbal communication and also the symbols make very difficult meanings to understand if they do not communicate properly.



Active button



We conducted survey also on this project to see how the different people of different age groups, different occupation, use this TV remote. So, we had interviewed 7 different people. We went to 3 Male and 4 Female users. We saw them how they are using them and we noted how they make errors, and for what purpose they are making errors. We had particularly given 6 tasks to them to do our project successful. The tasks were as fallows. 1. Go to Cartoon Network channel. 2. Set up Language preference in any language you are familiar and again make the language preference into default. 3. Change or modify the sound quality and again make it into default. 4. Use the VOD (Video on Demand) option and understand it properly what does it say and explain us.



5. Check the balance from account. 6. Design or make your own plans of channel. In this task so all of them failed in Language preference settings, and making their own channel plans. We ask each of them after completing all the tasks, that why they don’t do it, so they use to some of things as fallows. • • • • • • • • • • • • •



They never need to change language the default is ok for them. Some of the pictographic make them understand it easy. There are some of shortcut buttons where they are only use to it. They are frequently using up, down, left, right, ok, numerical, volume, channel changing buttons always. They use mute buttons in emergency. If they want to set their plans then they call to customer care and have a conversation about the plans and they fix it by them. They use to see the notification and they will come to know about the remaining charge amount in their account balance. They don’t check it until the notification arrives. They use red power button frequently when they want to go for home again because many of them don’t know about home button or back button and also exit button too. They remember the number of channels that they always used to watch them frequently so that they never used favourite option but youngsters use it. Some of them know about the green button that make the account section open. Many of them confused in mosaic button, where the older name of this term was gallery in all other remotes, The radio button never used by anybody. Even the active button if very difficult to understand by these users.



And many other things were also discussed with the users in terms of remote using. We had a focus on this tour that what they do and how they used it. For this the bellow chart will show how frequent the users are. Name of users BASAVARAJ



Gender



Occupation



Age



male



tourist guide



45



TASK GIVEN



GO TO CARTOON NETWORK CHANNEL SETUP LANGUAGE PREFERANCES AND MAKE IT DEFAULT CHANGE OR MODIFY SOUNF QUALITY AND MAKE IT DEFAULT USE VOD OPTION CHECK THE ACCOUNT BALANCE MAKE YOUR OWN PLANS



ERRORS



PASS/FAIL



TIME TAKEN



21



PASS



03:41



1



FAIL



00:03



2 0



FAIL PASS



00:06 00:22



0



FAIL



NIL



0



FAIL



NIL



Name of users KIRAN



Gender



Occupation



Age



FEMALE



STUDENT



22



TASK GIVEN ERRORS



PASS/FAIL



TIME TAKEN



0



PASS



00:37



2



FAIL



00:30



0 0



PASS FAIL



00:10 00:05



2 0



FAIL FAIL



00:01 NIL



GO TO CARTOON NETWORK CHANNEL SETUP LANGUAGE PREFERANCES AND MAKE IT DEFAULT CHANGE OR MODIFY SOUNF QUALITY AND MAKE IT DEFAULT USE VOD OPTION CHECK THE ACCOUNT BALANCE MAKE YOUR OWN PLANS Name of users Neeraj



Gender



male



Occupation



tourist guide



Age



TASK GIVEN ERRORS



PASS/FAIL



TIME TAKEN



3



PASS



01:07



1



FAIL



12:19



3 1



FAIL PASS



12:51 04:43



2 4



FAIL FAIL



01:45 01:54



50 GO TO CARTOON NETWORK CHANNEL SETUP LANGUAGE PREFERANCES AND MAKE IT DEFAULT CHANGE OR MODIFY SOUNF QUALITY AND MAKE IT DEFAULT USE VOD OPTION CHECK THE ACCOUNT BALANCE MAKE YOUR OWN PLANS



Name Gender Occupation Age of users REENA female tourist 40 guide



TASK GIVEN



GO TO CARTOON NETWORK CHANNEL SETUP LANGUAGE PREFERANCES AND MAKE IT DEFAULT CHANGE OR MODIFY SOUNF QUALITY AND MAKE IT DEFAULT USE VOD OPTION CHECK THE ACCOUNT BALANCE MAKE YOUR OWN PLANS



ERRORS



PASS/FAIL



TIME TAKEN



4



PASS



00:12



2



FAIL



00:01



2 0 0 0



FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL



00:03 00:04 00:04 00:02



By these charts you can see how the different age group people and the different occupation people uses the remote. Basically, we had the documentation session on this where we collected all the data and we clatter only the main information here. Positive things and negative things about the remote in terms of human information process. Positive



there is good combination of colour in remote



negative



But, here in this row the colour of grey and black doesn’t go well, because there is white colour density more than the neutral colour grey. The symbol is not clearly visible.



by aesthetic wise this is ok the hold grip is good the arrangement of buttons in aesthetic wise is good there is battery slot



the power button is placed in good place



But, the arrangement of buttons is not in group But, seeing to remote and then changing the channels is difficult in same time This exactly make user to understand it difficultly Always opening and putting the batter slot cap is difficult, even that is very delicate and if it broken then there is no other choice May be or instead of the favourite button the mute button also could be place beside by the power button Mute button



the remote is lightweight channel changing and volume increase decrees button placement is good



But, when we put the battery into it then the remote becomes heavy. But, the symbols are not visible.



Some of the other remotes similar like this



earlier remote



new upgraded remote



advanced remote with earphones



even the smart phones have the tv remote by app.



Insights • • • • •



The remote should have the colour composition in well describing way. The infographics should be used in proper manner. The arrangement of the buttons should be in group. The verbal communication is not necessary if the symbols or represented in good way. There should be etching of numeral’s and other symbols on buttons that will be better that printing.



•



• • •



The shape of the remote or the transmitter sensor should be placed in such a way that the problem of seeing the buttons where is it, and then operating should not be happen, this should be happening simultaneously together. Radio, VOD, Active, Mosaic, and Favourite are not grouped buttons and they should be separated. Exit, Menu, Help and Back buttons are also not group they should also have a separate placement in this remote. Mute and refresh buttons are place in such a way that user could not come in interaction to them.



So, I grouped some of the buttons in such a way that as fallows. ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢ ➢



Mute and Power button side by side. Exit, Refresh, Back, buttons perform similar kind of interaction so they are one group. Active and Radio button could be side by side. Mosaic, Favourite and Menu button should be side by side. Help and VOD buttons could be separated from all of this. The Info button and Help button are performing similar kind of property so this can be one group.



As seeing to the flow chart of CD Wickens our insights of these problems falls in these sequence as bellow. In attention resource, the main power button is important and there is no issue, but this doesn’t happen with mute button but this also come in the attention resource after the power button. Here the mute button is out of focus. In selection where the user use to take the data from environment and he get information from the environment too. If I got a message from my colleague that today is the cricket live match on this channel, and I try to find the way to that channel to watch urgently. Un fortunately I will be struggling to search the channel if there was a search option and if I could type first 2 or 3 characters of the channel then maybe that’s the better way to find the channel. Today there are many new channels are coming into existence where the number of channels also get changing so this is important to have the search option. If I am using frequently news channel on 303 channel number, and for my personal break I go to tour about a month then while I come back to house and start to watch the news maybe I will be remembered the number 303 or may be not but this happens with all. Talking about the perception of this remote is very bad that the Mosaic option should be as gallery because all of the people of older generation are familiar to gallery and younger generation fallows older generation. Even the active icon does not look like gaming option. The info button and help button confuse user until they are placed nearby. The Red Green Yellow and Blue button doesn’t have any information. Just they are in colour, until we use them we cannot know them what they are for. While we are changing the channels the looking to remote and then changing the channels or the options in settings, or may be setting any language preference or sound preference the data of working with this option is very complicated.



There is no response or feedback from the yellow button and blue button after all there is no indication that what are they saying. When the cell phone rings then if we try to find the mute button that is difficult here. If there is no audio its ok but user can understand by seeing visuals while talking by putting on mute. But in this remote it’s difficult to find mute button if he or she is new user, so they better chose power button to off the tv and then they talk on the cell phone. Concept Building
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